
An agreement between two or more parties that creates an obligation to perform (or not perform) a

particular action. It is an agreement enforceable by law. In addition to creating obligations by and to external

parties, a written contract is a record that serves as an internal check and balance permitting reviews of

procurement activity for improper relationships, fraud, conflict of interest issues, and regulatory

requirements. This Contract is required to be signed by both parties before the completion of any services.

This Graphic Design Contract (hereinafter referred to as the “Contract”) is entered into as

of ___/___/___ by and between ___________________, with a mailing address of

______________________________ (hereinafter referred to as the “Client”) and Clermagshe Cezar,

with a mailing address of c.designs.it@gmail.com (hereinafter referred to as the

“Designer”), collectively referred to as the “Parties”, both of whom agree to be bound by this

Contract.

1. Project Description.   The Client wishes to hire the Designer to provide Graphic Design

services. The specific results requested and the requirements and details required

(hereinafter referred to as the “Deliverables”) are as follows: (Check the following as

implied to you) Initial Here:_________________

❏ The creation of a logo.

❏ The creation of Business / Thank You Card Design or Product.

❏ The creation of Sticker / Label  Design or Product.

❏ The creation of Poster / Flyer Design or Product.

❏ Customized accessories. (Tape or Packaging).

❏ The creations of website banners.

❏ Other designs discussed through parties.

❏ Management of any sort



2. Schedule.   The Parties agree to the following schedule:Services requested on

____________________________ implied through discussion (text message or email) of the design,

agreed upon by you, the Client and I, the Designer will complete the deliverables by

____________________________. Any expedited service needed, meaning any services that are

needed with a short time frame being less than a week will have an additional service fee

charge of $5. Initial Here:_________________

3. Revisions.   The Client shall be entitled to endless revisions. Any

revisions beyond that shall be chargeable at a rate of $0. Initial Here:_________________

4. Payments. 

Service Fee Deliverables Price(s)

INFORMATION

Payments can be made through  ApplePay at  973-704-3157 ;  CashApp at $ClermagsheCezar ;  Venmo at Clermagshe-Cezar

Total Fee:
$

The Parties agree to the following Payment Terms as

portrayed in the table above: Initial Here:_________________



5. Ownership Rights. The Client continues to own any and all proprietary

information it shares with the Designer during the term of this Contract for the purposes of

the Contract. The Designer has the rights to use proprietary designs for portfolios and other

uses and keep original files of designs. Initial Here:_________________

Signature of Client:______________________________ Date of Signature: ________________________

Signature of Designer:___________________________ Date of Signature: _________________________


